AUTOMOTIVE
OILS

With more than 125 years lasting tradition of
high performance oils, PARAMO, joint-stock
company, is inseparably connected with the
history of MOGUL oils. After many years, when
customers encountered the MOGUL brand in
our market, the brand has become a synonym
for “oil” in the Czech regions. Current MOGUL
oils not only bear comparison with high quality oils of other world producers, but they even
overcome them in many aspects.

HISTOry
1889
Founding the
Pardubice refinery

1900
Founding the
Kolín refinery.

In 1907, David
Fanto transformed
the company to a
stock company.
He became its
commercial
advisor.

1920
Established the
Prague headquarters at Smíchov.

The story of the Pardubice refinery began a long time ago in Vienna where David Fanto
used to sell kerosine by litres in his little shop. He was not doing badly, so he decided to
establish his own plant for the distillation and subsequent refining of kerosine from petroleum. He found a place ideal for his plan in Pardubice. The industrial town had then
sufficient supply of water as well as ideal transport conditions thanks to its location near
the railway. First boilers were fitted and the laying of pipelines for the future Fanto’s
refinery began in the spring of 1889. Fanto’s oils of all types soon started to drive out
until then recognised American products both in the Austria-Hungary Empire, and
abroad. In 1907, the enterprise was converted into a joint stock company with the share
capital of 12 million crowns which comprised plants in Hungary, branches in Paris, petroleum mines in Boryslav in Galicia (a historical region of Poland) and an extensive fleet of
cisterns, petroleum tankers and re-pumping stations.

North American cylinder oils
Continental-Brightstock
were used for the production
of engine oils under trade
name Fantolin during the
interwar period.

1927

1939

MOGUL oil
production
started at Kolín.

Temporary production shift
of operations to military
production as a result of the
occupation of Czechoslovakia

The story of the Kolín plant began in the autumn of 1900. As in case of the Pardubice refinery,
the key aspects for selecting a location were sufficiency of water supply (the Elbe) and railway
connection. Both the plants closely co-operated. The nearby Fanto’s Pardubice refinery called
some of its masters to help starting the wheels of the new refinery. The Fanto’s plant also
processed some semi-finished products from the Kolín refinery.
In the 1920s, all refineries were merged and the headquarters of the company were established in Prague – Smíchov. The company started building a network of its own petrol stations and producing automotive oils which were filled into small containers under the brand of
‚Fantolin‘. In 1927, the legendary MOGUL oil started to be produced in Kolín. The main customer was the network of the Zikmund Brothers petrol stations. MOGUL oils have been successfully produced until these days.
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3/4 of the
enterprise are
destroyed after
a massive
bombardment
at the end of
World War II.

HISTOry
1945
The Pardubice Mineral Oil
refinery, the national enterprise, was started to build on
the ruins of the old company.

1960
The Pardubice mineral oil
refinery becomes a sole producer
of special bitumens under aTrade
name PArAMO.

In 1960, the engine oil
TRYSK was introducedand in 1970 the
legendary oil
MOGUL SUPER.

Air raids at the end of the WWII damaged both the refineries but soon after 1945 they recovered
their production. The 1960s and 1970s witnessed a significant production increase after the
connection to the Druzhba oil pipeline and after the modernisation of production equipment.
In 1970 the MOGUL SUPER oil, remembered by many motorists in its typical golden container,
was launched to the market.

1994

2000

At the beginning of 1994, the
state-owned company was
transformed into a joint stock
company Paramo.

Since 2000, Paramo has been a
member of the Czech petrochemical
and oil processing group, the
Unipetrol.

removal of old environmental burdens. In the Unipetrol Group, PARAMO will operate as a key
producer and distributor of oils in the Czech Republic and Slovakia in future and it will further
promote the Czech brand of MOGUL.

After 1989 the Pardubice and the Kolín refineries operated as independent companies. After
joining the Unipretrol Group, the KORAMO Kolín and the PARAMO Pardubice merged and since
2003 the successor company is Paramo, strengthening its position both in the national and in
the foreign markets. The Paramo joint-stock company has continued the responsible work of
previous generations and invested dozens of millions crowns in production modernisation and
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InnOVATIOnS

MOGUL oils use the state-of-the-art technology of base oils and additives, thus supporting the engine performance, while being environmentally friendly. The range of products is rich – e.g. MOGUL
EXTrEME synthetic and semi-synthetic motor oils which ensure excellent starting ability even at
extremely severe frosts, eliminate “cold starts” and significantly reduce wear of the engine. MOGUL
EXTrEME oils meet the requirements for improved fuel savings and therefore environmental
requirements during operation. This series also includes oils for extended oil change intervals and
oils for PD engines. MOGUL 5W-50 EXTrEME SPOrT is intended for race car engines. roman Kresta, the multiple champion of the International Championship of the Czech republic in rally, Jan
Černý, a young talented driver, roman Častoral, European champion in rally-cross and other racing
teams not only in rally events, use it in their special racing cars. In 2011 PArAMO introduced a completely new series of oils – MOGUL MOTO – to the market for current high-performance motorcycles
of all brands.
Low SAPS oils with a low ash content are intended for high-tech engines with particle filters of extremely loaded truck and bus Diesel engines. MOGUL DIESEL motor oils meet the strict EUrO IV to
VI emission limits and they are the guarantee for very long oil change intervals.
In addition to MOGUL series motor oils, PArAMO produces numerous other types of lubricants.
Traditionally, PArAMO, joint-stock company, mainly specialises in the production of lubricating and
process oils, construction-insulating bitumen and road bitumen, paraffin, slack waxes and other
refinery products. Base oils produced in the Kolín plant are characterised by a high viscosity index
and a low sulphur content. PArAMO does not forget of development and innovations even in the
field of process oils. European tyre manufacturers are interested in modified aromatic extracts, eg.
MES-type plasticizers. These are process oils without undesirable polyaromatic hydrocarbons.
Thanks to these products from Pardubice, which are used as plasticizers in tyre production, harmful substances are not released to air during operation.
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BrAnD

Brand value
Tradition, quality, good price and availability – these are key factors of the Mogul brand success.
According to independent surveys of Factum Invenio and GfG, MOGUL is the most recognised and
the most frequently used brand of lubricants in the Czech market.

Socially responsible business
PARAMO considers it priority to develop and manufacture products with minimum risks of harmful environmental impacts. Since 1993, the company has therefore spent more than CZK 60 million for the reclamation of old environmental burdens caused by air raids during WWII and environmentally unfriendly behaviour of the state enterprise before privatisation.

PARAMO, including its main retail brand – MOGUL – maintains approximately 25% in the Czech
market in the field of final lubricants. The total export of the company exceed 50%. PARAMO has
based its strategy on the co-operation with successful teams in the motorist sport. For example,
the quality of this series was confirmed by Czech representatives in the International Six Day
Enduro in Germany in 2012. PARAMO gained the prestigious PETROLawards prize in the Product

PARAMO strives for the fulfilment of the Responsible Business in Chemistry programme. It won
the Sustainable Development Award as the fifth company in the Czech Republic for the fulfilment
of principles defined at the UN Summit in Rio de Janeiro. It is also a holder of certificates confirming the correct application and use of quality management systems and H&S.

category for the MOGUL MOTO series.
In 2014 and 2015 Paramo obtained the prestigious CZECHSUPERBRANDS award for its MOGUL
brand. The award is awarded by the Brand Council on the basis of strict and precisely defined
criteria.
All PARAMO products meet the strict criteria of international standards, including the standards
of automobile manufacturers (e.g. VW, Ford, MB and other corporations). PARAMO provides free
business-technical pre-sale and after-sale service to all its products, focusing on the selection
of the correct type of lubricant and its correct application. PARAMO advises its customers on how
to use oils correctly and monitor quality parameters during operation.

Mogul oils
increase
engine
performa
nce

PARAMO products are intended for customers that take care of their automobiles and machines
themselves, but also for large road transport companies, car shops, industry and agriculture.
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BrAnD

Brand and numbers
> More than 150 types of oils are currently produced
> In 1931 MOGUL appeared in the legendary Powder and Petrol film of authors Voskovec and Werich
> The “MOGUL” word was used in their songs by Jarek Nohavica and Ivan Mládek
> Annual production of one litre packages placed one next to another could line the road from
Pardubice to Prague

> The company produces approximately 80 million litres of oil a year
>

According to independent survey the spontaneous awareness of the brand exceeds 70%
(induced 95%)

> According to independent surveys 1/3 of Czech drivers report the use of the MOGUL brand
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MOTOr OILS

Viscosity classification
Viscosity is a variable parametr depending on temperature. Among others, the operating tempe-

addition, oils suitable for winter operation are marked with “W” (Winter). It contains six classes

rature changes during the operation of an automobile engine. It is for the sake of good efficiency

of winter oils (0W, 5W, 10W, 15W, 20W, 25W) and eight classes of summer oils (8, 12, 16, 20, 30,

of lubrication that oil viscosity changes depending on the temperature as little as possible. This

40, 50, 60).

dependence is caused by so-called “viscosity index”. The higher the index, the lower dependence
of viscosity on temperature changes. The viscosity classification of motor oils is determined by

Note: The higher the number characterising the SAE class in each of both groups, the more viscous

the SAE specification (Society of Automotive Engineers, U.S.A.).

the oil.

It specifies oil viscosity-temperature properties with a symbol consisting of numbers – in

Viscosity classes of motor oils according to SAE J300
Properties under low temperatures
SAE viscosity
class

Dynamic viscosity
(mPa.s) max. at °C

Pumpability
(mPa.s) max. at °C*

Properties under high temperatures
Kinematic viscosity at 100°C
min. (mm2/s) max. (mm2/s)

0W

6 200

-35

60 000

-40

3.8

5W

6 600

-30

60 000

-35

3.8

10W

7 000

-25

60 000

-30

4.1

15W

7 000

-20

60 000

-25

5.6

20W

9 500

-15

60 000

-20

5.6

25W

13 000

-10

60 000

-15

9.3

High shear**
min. (mPa.s)

8

4.0

< 6.1

1.7

12

5.0

< 7.1

2.0

16

6.1

< 8.2

2.3

20

6.9

< 9.3

2.6

30

9.3

< 12.5

2.9

40 a)

12.5

< 16.3

3.5

40 b)

12.5

< 16.3

3.7

50

16.3

< 21.9

3.7

60

21.9

< 26.1

3.7

a) 0W-40, 5W-40 and 10W-40 b) 15W-40, 20W-40, 25W-40 and 40
* threshold temperature of pumpability
** at 150 °C
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MOTOr OILS

Performance classification

Oils for SI engines and light diesel engines

Performance classification specifies immediate as well as long-term properties of the motor oil

A1/B1 Oils with additives against the formation of deposits on the piston, creation of sludge,

at various forms of operating load. Various properties are evaluated, e.g. oxidation stability, eva-

wear and oxidation at high temperatures. They meet requirements for super-light running

poration, protection against wear and the formation of deposits, protection against corrosion, fuel

and fuel saving.

saving etc. The following standards are used for motor oil performance category designation:

A3/B3 Oils intended for heavy-duty SI and Diesel engines or for extended oil change intervals

a) ACEA classification (Association des Constructeurs Européens d’Automobiles, EU);

according to engine manufacturer recommendations.

b) API classification (American Petroleum Institute, U.S.A.);

A3/B4 Oils for high performance and Diesel engines with direct fuel injection, also suitable

c) Corporate standards of engine and car manufacturers (WV MB, MAN, Volvo, Tatra).

for use in category B3.
A5/B5 Highly stable oils intended for extended oil change intervals in heavy-duty SI and Diesel engines. They meet requirements for super light running and fuel saving. They are only

ACEA classification

suitable for specially designed engines.

ACEA – the Association of European Car Designers – replaced CCMC – the Association of Car
Designers in 1991. It was founded in 1972 in response to API specifications were not fully sufficient for European types of engines which differ from American ones in design. Since 2004 the
ACEA classification has divided motor oil in three groups:
- Oils for SI engines and light Diesel engines marked “A/B”;
- Oil compatible with catalysers for SI engines and light Diesel engines marked “C”;
- Oils for high performance Diesel engines marked “E”.
The performance grade is specified by a number.
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MOTOr OILS

Oils compatible with catalysers – for spark-ignition engines
and light diesel engines

Oils for truck diesel engines
E4 Oils provide excellent protection for cylinder cleanliness – against wear and carbon black.

C1 Oils intended for use with a diesel or gasoline particulate filter (DPF/GPF) and three way

They are recommended for high performance engines complying with emission limits Euro I

catalysers (TWC) in high performance engines requiring low viscosity oil with a low content of

through Euro V, operating under severe conditions, e.g. extended oil change intervals according

a sulphated ash (chemical limits) and the high temperature high shear viscosity (HTHSV) excee-

to the engine manufacturer’s recommendation. They are suitable for engines without a solid

ding 2.9 mPa.s. Oils prolong the lifetime of catalysers and reduce fuel consumption. They are

particle filter and for some engines equipped with exhaust gas recirculation or a SCR (NOx se-

only suitable for specially designed engines.

lective catalytic reduction) system, according to the engine manufacturer’s recommendation.
E6 Oils provide excellent protection for cylinder cleanliness – against wear and carbon black.

C2 Oils for use with DPF/GPF and TWC catalysers in high performance engines designed for

They are recommended for high performance engines complying with emission limits Euro I

low viscosity oils with HTHSV exceeding 2.9 mPa.s and a medium content of sulphated ash

through Euro V, operating under severe conditions, e.g. extended oil change intervals according

(Mid SAPS). The oils prolong lifetime of TWC catalysers and reduce fuel consumption. Oils are

to the engine manufacturer’s recommendation. They are suitable for engines without a solid

suitable only for specially designed engines.

particle filter and for some engines equipped with exhaust gas recirculation or a SCR (NOx selective catalytic reduction) system. E6 is especially recommended for engines with solid particle

C3 Oils for use with DPF/GPF and TWC catalysers in high performance engines with a design for

engines and it is qualified in combination with fuel with low sulphur consumption (max. 50 ppm).

Mid SAPS. They prolong lifetime of TWC catalysers. They are only suitable for specially designed

Always observe the engine manufacturer’s recommendation.

engines.

E7 Oils provide efficient protection for piston cleanliness and against bore polishing wear. They
also provide improved protection against wear, deposits and carbon black. They are recommen-

C4 Oils the use with DPF and TWC catalysers in high performance engines requiring a low SAPS

ded for high performance engines meeting emission limits Euro I through Euro V, operating

and HTHSV exceeding 3.5 mPa.s. The oils prolong lifetime of DPF and TWC catalysers. They are

under severe conditions, e.g. extended oil change intervals, according to the engine manufactu-

only suitable for specially designed engines.

rer’s recommendation. They are suitable for engines without solid particle filters and for most
engines equipped with exhaust gas recirculation or the SCR system according to the engine

C5 Oils intended for use in high performance engines designed for low viscosity with minimal

manufacturer’s recommendation.

level of HTHSV at 2,6 mPa.s and Mid SAPS value. They allows higher fuel economy. Oils are sui-

E9 Oils provide efficient protection for piston cleanliness and against bore polishing wear. They

table for exhaust systems comprised of DPF / GPF and TWC. Oils extend the life of the catalyser

also provide improved protection against wear, deposits and carbon black. They are recommen-

and allow a prolonged exchange interval. They are only suitable for specially designed motors.

ded for high performance engines meeting emission limits Euro I through Euro V, and Euro VI,
operating under severe conditions, e.g. extended exchange intervals according to the engine manufacturer’s recommendation. They are suitable for engines equipped with exhaust gas recirculation (EGR), or the SCR system according to the engine manufacturer’s recommendation. They
are especially recommended for engines with a solid particle filter combined with fuel with a low
sulphur content. Always observe the engine manufacturer’s recommendation.
Note: Categories E3 and E5 have been replaced with category E7.
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MOTOr OILS

ACEA – comparison of specific parameters
ACEA

HTHSV at 150° )*

TBN

Sulphated
ash content
(w.%)

Sulphur
content

Phosphorus
content

Compatible with:
TWC
and DPF

DPF

SCR
and EGR

Oils for SI and diesel engines in passenger cars and light utility vehicles
A1/B1

≥ 2.9 to ≤ 3.5;
xW-20: 2.6 min.

≥ 8.0

≤ 1.3

–

–

–

–

–

A3/B3

≥ 3.5

≥ 8.0

≥ 0.9 to ≤ 1.5

–

–

–

–

–

A3/B4

≥ 3.5

≥10.0

≥ 1.0 to ≤1.6

–

–

–

–

–

A5/B5

≥ 2.9 to ≤ 3.5

≥ 8.0

≤ 1.6

–

–

–

–

–

Oils for SI and diesel engines in passenger cars and light utility vehicles, compatible with catalysers
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

≥ 2.9

≥ 3.5

–
–
≥ 6.0

≥ 2.6 to <2.9

≤ 0.5

≤ 0.2

≤ 0.05

x

–

–

≤ 0.8

≤ 0.3

≤ 0.09

x

–

–

≥ 0.07 to ≤ 0.09

x

–

–

≤ 0.5

≤ 0.2

≤ 0.09

x

–

–

≤ 0.8

≤ 0.3

≥ 0.07 to ≤ 0.09

x

–

–

Oils for high performance diesel engines in trucks, buses etc.
E4
E6**
E7

≥ 3.5

E9**

≥ 12

≤ 2.0

–

–

–

–

x***

≥7

≤ 1.0

≤ 0.3

≤ 0.08

–

x

x

≥9

≤ 2.0

–

–

–

–

x

≥7

≤ 1.0

≤ 0.4

≤ 0.12

–

x

x

* High Temperature High Shear Viscosity
** L-SAPS type oils
*** For some engines
Legend:
DPF/GPF (Diesel/Gasoline Particulate Filter)
TWC (Three Way Catalyst)
EGR (Exhaust Gas Recirculation)
SCR (Selective Catalyst Reduction) – NOx selective catalyst reduction – the modification of exhaust gas composition using urea (AdBlue agent = 32.5%
urea aqueous solution)
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MOTOr OILS

API classification

Performance classes for diesel engines

This standard distinguishes motor oils by use to oils for SI (petrol) engines, marked “S” (Servi-

CF-4 Oils for most loaded engines of heavy-duty trucks operating under the most severe

ce), and oils for Diesel engines, marked “C (Commercial). Most oils can be used for both types

conditions. It became effective in 1990.

of engines and then they are marked by the combination of both letters, e.g. SL/CF.

CG-4 Motor oils for engines produced since 1995 with the emphasis on compliance with emission limits. These are oils for the most loaded high-speed engines operating in the most

Performance classes for spark-ignition engines

severe road and terrain conditions.

SG Oils for the engines produced in 1988-1993 which comply with the strictest requirements

CH-4 Oils for the most loaded high-speed engines operating in the most severe road and

for minimizing wear and sludge formation.

terrain conditions. It became effective in 1998.

SH Oils of the same properties as SG, but tested according to more demanding standards.

CI-4 It became effective in 2002. These are oils for high-speed highly loaded engines with

They are intended for engines produced in 1996 and older.

exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) complying with emission limits stated from 2004.

SJ Oils for engines produced in 2001 and older.

CJ-4 Oils for four-stroke turbocharged Diesel engines from 2004 which complies with emissi-

SL Oils exceeding API SJ by higher saving of fuel and the possibility for extended exchange

on standards for exhaust gases. It is intended for engines burning natural oil with a low sul-

intervals.

phur content and engines equipped with solid particle filters and an advanced injection system.

SM Oils of the highest quality exceeding API SL by increased oxidation stability and higher
protection against wear and deposits. It became effective in 2004.
SN Oils for modern engines. Their goal is to reduce fuel consumption, regulate emissions
and protect the turbo-charger. These oils serve for higher compatibility with exhaust gas
modification systems and the protection of engines burning fuel with ethanol and E85 fuel. It
became effective in 2011.
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MOTOr OILS

Car and engine manufacturer standards

MB 228.5

Many car and engine manufacturers require motor oils to meet other requirements which are not

For similar application as MB 228.3, but with higher utility properties – another possible extensi-

included in the methodology of previous classifications.

on of exchange intervals in light classes up to 45,000 km, in heavy classes up to 160,000 km

The following standards are the best known:

MB 228.51

VW 501.00

Oils for trucks, sulphate ash, sulphur and phosphorus reduction, approximately corresponding to

Light-operation engine oils for SI engines and non-turbocharged Diesel engines

ACEA E6

VW 500.01

MB 229.1

Common motor oils for SI and non-turbocharged Diesel engines

Oils for SI and Diesel engines in passenger cars (higher requirements compared to ACEA A2-96/

VW 502.00

A3-96 a B2-96/B3-96)

Light-operation oils for SI engines

MB 229.3

VW 503.00

Oils for passenger cars with extended exchange intervals (30,000 km)

Light-operation and common oils for SI engines with an extended exchange interval

MB 229.31

VW 505.00

Oils for passenger cars, approximately corresponding to ACEA A3/B3/C3-04, sulphate ash, sul-

Oils for non-turbocharged and turbocharged Diesel engines

phur and phosphorus reduction

VW 505.01

MB 229.51

Oils for non-turbocharged and turbocharged Diesel engines including pump-nozzle engines

For passenger cars with a Diesel engine equipped with a solid particle filter, and for SI engines

VW 506.00

with extended service intervals. It follows from the requirement of ACEA A3/B4 and C3. Oils mee-

Light-operation and common oils for Diesel engines with a very long exchange interval

ting this specification have a low ash content and long life

(service indicator)

VW 506.01
Light-operation oils for TDi Diesel engines (pump-nozzle) with an extended exchange interval
VW 504.00
Light-operation oils for SI engines, sulphate ash reduction, extended exchange intervals
VW 507.00
Light-operation engine oils for Diesel engines, sulphate ash reduction, extended exchange intervals

Approximately corresponding to ACEA E2
MAn M3275
Approximately corresponding to ACEA E3
MAn M3277
Approximately corresponding to ACEA E4, comparable with MB 228.5

MB 228.1

MAn M3477

Oils for non-turbocharged and turbocharged Diesel engines, the exchange interval of 30,000 km

Approximately corresponding to ACEA E6, comparable with MB 228.51

MB 228.3

MAn M3677

Oils for non-turbocharged and turbocharged Diesel engines of passenger cars and trucks,

Approximately corresponding to ACEA E6/E9, specifically designed for EURO VI

suitable for long-distance transport and extended exchange intervals
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Spark-ignition two-stroke engine oil
classification
Motor oils for two-stroke engines of motorcycles, mopeds,
scooters, lawn mowers and motor saws are most frequently
classified according to API (US) an JASO (Japan) standards:

recommended SAE viscosity classes of motor oils according to outdoor
temperatures
-50 °C

-40 °C

-30 °C

-20 °C -10 °C

5W-30

Oils for mopeds and other small engines

5W-40

API TB

5W-50

JASO FA
Oils for mopeds and other small engines
JASO FB

30 °C 40 °C

50 °C

10W-40

API TC
Oils for high loaded, high speed engines

10 °C 20 °C

0W-40

API TA

Oils for scooters and other high loaded motors of 50-200 ccm

0 °C

15W-40
10W
20W-20
30
40

Oils for scooters and other high loaded motors of 50-200 cm3
JASO FC
Oils for high loaded, high speed engines
JASO FD
Oils for high-speed engines with an extreme heat loaf with an
increased fuel and combustions area cleaning ability
JASO MA
Oils for lubricating four-stroke motorcycle engines; it has
two sub-groups – JASO MA1 and JASO MA2
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MOTOr OILS

How to choose the right engine oil
1. The first principle in choosing the motor oil is to adhere to automobile manufacturer’s
instructions, contained in the manual to every vehicle. The engine (vehicle) manufacturer can
only responsibly say what oil should be used. In fact, no manufacturer recommends a specific
oil brand (this is in contradiction with the competition laws in the European Union).
Manufacturers (of vehicles) recommend oils according to the performance specification,
e.g. API SL/CF, ACEA A3/B3, VW 505.00, MB 229.1 and the SAE viscosity specification, e.g.
15W-40, 10W-40. Exchange intervals are then defined for the recommended oils.
2. The same exchange interval is recommended for oils of the same performance specification
(usually 15,000 for spark-ignition engines, 8-15,000 km for passenger Diesel engines).
3. Unless you have a manual to the vehicle, ask the manufacturer (the Czech centre of vehicle
importer). Remember that vehicle manufacturer does not recommend oil brand, only the
performance and viscosity specification.
4. If the oil complies with the performance and viscosity specification (or a higher specification),
it can be used. A higher performance level does not matter but it is usually more expensive
without significantly better results.
5. When changing oil with a low performance specification (M5AD, M6AD) for an oil with high
performance, shorten the interval for the first exchange (deposits will be washed out).
Do not mix mineral oils (SAE 15W-40,15W-50, 20W-30, -40) with synthetic oils (SAE 0W- and 5W30, -40, -50).

Do not mix mineral
and synthetic oils
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TrAnSMISSIOn OILS

Viscosity classification
SAE specification (Society of Automotive Engineers, U.S.A.) is used for the evaluation of pro-

Winter classes: 70W, 75W, 80W, 85W.

perties of transmission oil viscosity. This standard is used for classification of oils of 4 winter

Summer classes: 80, 85, 90, 140, 250.

classes, specified with a number and the letter “W” (from English „Winter“) and five summer
classes specified with a number.

note: Generally, the higher the number of the SAE class in each group is, the more viscous
the oil.

Viscosity classes of transmission oils according to SAE J306A
Kinematic viscosity at 100 °C

SAE viscosity

Max. temperature for dynamic

class

viscosity 150 Pa.s (°C)

70W

-55

4.1

-

75W

-45

4.1

-

80W

-26

7.0

-

85W

-12

11.0

-

80

-

7.0

< 11

85

-

11.0

<13.5

90

-

13.5

<24

140

-

24.0

<41

250

-

41.0

–

min. (mm2/s)

max. (mm2/s)
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TrAnSMISSIOn OILS

Performance classification
API (American Petroleum Institute, the U.S.A.) classification is used for specification of perfor-

As with motor oils, there are standards of the individual manufacturers of gearboxes, but

mance categories of transmission oils. Specification of the performance class consists of letters

they are almost exclusively applied to specify the requirements for oils for automatic gearbo-

“GL” (from English Gear Lubricant) and six numbers that indicate the performance level.

xes (Voith, ZF, GM, Ford, Allison...).

The following performance classes are currently in use:
GL-3 – low-additive oils for medium stressed manual gearboxes.
GL-4 – high-additive oils mainly designed for manual gearboxes and low stressed hypoid gears.
GL-5 – oils designed for highly stressed hypoid gears working in the most difficult operating
conditions, exposed to changeable shock loads.
GL-6 – oils for hypoid gears operating in extreme conditions. So far, they are used very rarely.
MT-1 – oils for manual and unsynchronized truck gearboxes under high operating stress.
API GL-5 and GL-6 oils, even though they have a higher performance class than API GL-4,
they are not suitable for use in manual gearboxes because the synchronizers can get clogged
and the gearbox can be damaged.
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Follow the vehicle
manufacturer‘s
instructions

TrAnSMISSIOn OILS

How to choose the right transmission oil
When choosing a transmission oil similar principles apply as when choosing a motor oil.

2. API GL-4 oils are almost exclusively used for synchronized gearboxes, API GL-5 oils are used for
hypoid gearboxes. Do not use API GL-5 oils instead of API GL-4 and vice versa, you can damage the

1. The first principle when choosing a transmission oil is to follow the instructions of the car ma-

synchronization or hypoid gears.

nufacturer, contained in the instruction manual for each vehicle. Only the manufacturer of the gearbox (vehicle) may responsibly say which oil can be used. Virtually, no manufacturer recommends

3. There are oil change periods determined for such recommended oils. Manual gearboxes of pa-

a specific type of oil (it is against the laws on economic competition in the European Union). Manu-

ssenger cars mainly use lifelong oil fillings.

facturers of gearboxes (vehicles) recommend oils according to performance specifications, such as
API GL-4, API GL-5, VW TL 726 Y and SAE viscosity specifications, e.g. 75W, 80W-90.

If you do not have an instruction manual for your vehicle, ask the vehicle manufacturer (in the Czech
importer central office). Remember, vehicle manufacturer does not recommend oil brand, only
performance and viscosity specification.

Comparison of SAE transmission and motor oil viscosity specifications

10W

5W

3,0

3,5

5,0

5,5

6,0

4,0

70W
70

80W
80

11
10
9,0

12

15

20

17,5

13

85W
85

90

25

140

30

50
45
40

60

70

250

35

Gear oils

7,0

Motor oils

20 and
15W-30

4,5

30 and
25W-30

40

8,0

50

mm2.s-1 at 100° C
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MOTOr OILS

Oils for modern high performance engines

Trade name

MOGUL 0W-30
EXTrEME LF II

SAE viscosity
class

Kinematic viscosity at 100 °C
(mm2/s)

Flash point
[°C]

Pour point
(°C)

0W-30

9.6

220

-45

Performance standards

Corresponds to:
ACEA A5/B5
VW 503.00/506.00/506.01

Synthetic high performance fuel-economy motor oil of Longlife II type is specially designed for VW/Audi cars with extended interval of oil change. Its
application is very effective in engines working in extremely low temperatures, high stress and where fuel saving is required.

MOGUL 5W-30
EXTrEME LF III

5W-30

11.9

210

-39

Corresponds to: ACEA C3, Porsche C30
Approval:
VW 504.00/507.00
MB-Approval 229.51, BMW Longlife-04

Synthetic high performance fuel-economy motor oil of Longlife III type is specially designed for VW cars with extended interval of oil change. It is
also suitable for LPG burning engines and for engines with exhaust-gas catalyst, including solid particle filter.*

MOGUL 5W-30
EXTrEME F

5W-30

9.9

210

-36

API SL/CF
Corresponds to: Ford WSS-M2C 913-D

Synthetic high performance fuel-economy motor oil with low friction coefficient is specially designed for Ford cars. It enables fuel saving and
reduction of exhaust gas emissions. It is also suitable for LPG burning engines.*

MOGUL 5W-30
EXTrEME C 2

5W-30

10.2

210

-36

Corresponds to: ACEA C2
PSA B71 2290

Synthetic high performance fuel-economy motor oil with low friction coefficient is specially designed for PSA vehicles. It enables fuel saving and
reduction of exhaust gas emissions. It is also suitable for LPG burning engines.*

MOGUL 5W-50
EXTrEME Sport

5W-50

17.1

220

-42

API SL/CF

MOGUL 10W-60
EXTrEME Sport

10W-60

24.0

220

-39

API SL/CF
Corresponds to: VW 501.01/505.00

Extreme performance synthetic motor oils. They are especially suitable for highly stressed engines of sports and rally cars where a high emphasis
on oil viscosity. They are recommended by Roman Kresta (a rally driver with experience in World Rally Championship) and Roman Častoral (European champion in rallycross).*
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Trade name

MOGUL 5W-40
EXTrEME PD

SAE viscosity
class

5W-40

Kinematic viscosity at 100 °C
(mm2/s)

14.5

Flash point
[°C]

215

Pour point
(°C)

-39

Performance standards

API SN/CF, Corresponds to:
ACEA C3 MB 226.5,
Porsche A40, GM Dexos 2,
Renault RN 0700/ 0710, Ford WSS-M2C 917 A
Approval:
VW 502.00/505.00/505.01, MB-Approval 229.31

Highest performance synthetic motor oil. It ensures perfect startability at very low freezing temperatures. It is designed for engines with
PD (pump-jet) injection with fixed service oil change intervals. It is also suitable for engines burning LPG and for engines with solid particle
filter (DPF).

MOGUL 10W-40
EXTrEME

10W-40

14.2

215

-33

API SN/CF, Corresponds to: ACEA A3/B4
Fiat 9.55535 D2, Fiat 9.55535 G2
Approval:
VW 502.00/505.00, Mercedes-Benz 229.1,
Renault RN 700

Highest performance semi-synthetic motor oil. It ensures perfect startability at very low freezing temperatures, fuel saving and minimum wear
of the engine. It is also suitable for LPG burning engines and for engines with exhaust-gas catalyst.*

MOGUL 15W-40
EXTrEME

15W-40

14.1

220

-27

API SL/CF
Corresponds to: ACEA A3,B3, VW 505.00

Year-round universal oil for modern high performance SI and Diesel engines. It is also suitable for LPG burning engines and engines with exhaust-gas catalysers. The oil can be characterised with a favourable ratio between the price and use properties.

y
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MOTOr OILS

Oils for high performance engines in passenger cars and light commercial vehicles
Trade name

MOGUL rACInG 5W-30

SAE viscosity
class

Kinematic
viscosity at
100 °C (mm2/s)

Flash
point (°C)

Pour
point [°C]

Performance standards

5W-30

11.7

210

-39

Corresponds to:
ACEA C3, VW 504.00/507.00

Extraordinary performance synthetic motor oil for extended oil changes (Longlife III) and for cars with solid particle filter. The oil meets special requirements for improved fuel saving and environmental requirements during operation.*

MOGUL rACInG

5W-40

14.3

215

-39

API SM/CF
Corresponds to: ACEA A3/B4
VW 502.00/505.00

Extraordinary performance synthetic motor oil. It ensures perfect startability at very low freezing temperatures it guarantees lower fuel
consumption.*

MOGUL GX-FE

10W-40

14.5

215

-33

API SL/CF
Corresponds to: VW 501.00/505.00, MB 229.1

Semi-synthetic oil for modern SI and Diesel engines. It ensures very good startability at freezing temperatures. It positively reduces fuel
consumption. *

MOGUL GX - Felicia

15W-40

14.5

220

-27

API SL/CF
Corresponds to: VW 505.00, MB 229.1

Year-round universal oil for modern SI and Diesel engines. The oil can be characterised with a favourable ratio between price and use properties.*

TrySK SPEED 5W-30

5W-30

11.7

210

-39

Corresponds to: VW 504.00/507.00

Extraordinary performance synthetic motor oil for extended oil changes (Longlife III) and for cars with solid particle filter. The oil meets special
requirements for improved fuel saving and environmental requirements during operation.*

TrySK SPEED 5W-40

5W-40

14.3

215

-39

API SM/CF

Extraordinary performance synthetic motor oil. It ensures perfect startability at very low freezing temperatures it guarantees better fuel saving.*

TrySK SPEED 10W-40

10W-40

14.5

215

-30

API SL/CF

Semi-synthetic oil for modern SI and Diesel engines. It ensures very good startability at freezing temperatures. It positively reduces fuel consumption.*

TrySK SPEED 15W-40

15W-40

14.5

220

-27

API SF/CD

Year-round universal oil for modern SI and Diesel engines. The oil can be characterised with a favourable ratio between price and use properties.*
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Oils for older cars
Trade name

SAE
viscosity
class

Kinematic
viscosity at
100 °C (mm2/s)

Flash
point (°C)

Pour
point [°C]

MOGUL SUPEr STABIL 15W-40

15W-40

14.4

225

-27

Performance standards

API SF/CD

Oil for lubrication of SI and Diesel engines with high to medium requirements in oil performance.*

MOGUL SUPEr 15W-50

15W-50

17.9

230

-27

API SE/CC

220

-27

API SC/CB

-27

API SF/CD

For SI and Diesel engines with high requirements in oil performance.*

MOGUL SPECIAL 20W-30

20W-30

11.3

For older types of SI or Diesel engines with medium to low requirements in oil performance.*

MOGUL M6ADS II PLUS

30

10.5

230

Season (summer) oil especially for older stressed Diesel engines – both atmospheric and turbo-charged engines in agriculture, forestry etc.*

MOGUL M9 ADV

40

13.9

240

-19

API CB

For older types of SI and atmospheric Diesel engines with medium to low requirements in oil performance.

MOGUL M6 AD

40

13.3

230

-21

API SC/CB

For older types of SI and atmospheric Diesel engines with medium to low requirements in oil performance.*

MOGUL M6 A

30

11.0

230

-21

API SB

For lubrication of old types of SI engines with low requirements in oil property use, exceptionally even for simple Diesel engines.
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Oils for high performance diesel engines

Trade name

MOGUL DIESEL
L-SAPS 5W-30

MOGUL DIESEL
L-SAPS 10W-40

MOGUL DIESEL
L-SAPS 10W-40 M

SAE
viscosity
class

5W-30

10W-40

10W-40

Kinematic
viscosity at
100 °C (mm2/s)

12.0

13.9

14.0

Flash
point (°C)

215

212

225

Pour
point (°C)

Performance standards

-42

API CJ-4/SN,
Corresponds to: ACEA E6/E7/E9
MB 228.31/228.51, MAN M3677/3477/3271-1,
Volvo VDS-3/VDS-4, Renault RGD/RXD,
CAT ECF-3, MTU Type 3.1,Cummins CES 20081,
Deutz DQC IV-10 LA, JASO DH-2

-30

API CI-4
Corresponds to: ACEA E6/E7
MAN M3271-1, DAF
Approval:
MAN M3477, Volvo VDS-3, MTU Type
3.1, MACK EO-N, MB-Approval 228.51,
Deutz DQC-III-10 LA, Cummins CES 20076

-33

API CI-4
Corresponds to: ACEA E6,E7, MAN M3477,
Renault RLD-2,RDX, Volvo VDS-3, MTU Type 3.1,
Deutz DQC III-10LA, MB-228.51,
Cummins CES 20076/77

Synthetic oils for lubrication of extremely stressed Diesel engines, which require so-called Low SAPS (low content of sulphated ash, phosphorus and sulphur). They are suitable for engines equipped with EGR, SCR equipment and solid particle filter. The oils enable meeting the strict
emission limits – Euro IV, V and Euro VI and they guarantee very long change periods.*

MOGUL DIESEL
L-SAPS 10W-30

10W-30

11.5

215

-30

MOGUL DIESEL
L-SAPS 15W-40

15W-40

14.7

215

-30

API CJ-4/SM
Corresponds to: ACEA E9, E7
MAN M3575, MTU Type 2.1,
Cummins CES 20081, Caterpillar ECF-1a/ ECF-3,
Detroit Diesel 93K218, Renault VI RLD-3,
MACK EO-O Premium plus
Approval SAE 15W-40:
MB-Approval 228.31, Volvo VDS-4

Semi-synthetic oils for lubrication of extremely stressed Diesel engines which require so-called Low-ash (low content of ash). They are suitable
for engines equipped with EGR, SCR equipment and solid particle filter. The oils enable meeting the strict emission limits – Euro IV, V and Euro
VI and guarantee very long change periods.*
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Trade name

MOGUL DIESEL ULTrA

SAE
viscosity
class

5W-30

Kinematic
viscosity at
100 °C (mm2/s)

11.5

Flash point
(°C)

210

Pour point
(°C)

-42

Performance standards

Corresponds to: ACEA E4, E7
MAN M3277, Renault RVI RXD, RLD,
RD-2,MTU Type 3, DAF extended drain
Approval:
MB-Approval 228.5, Volvo VDS-3,
MACK EO-N, Renault VI RLD-2

Synthetic fuel-economy oil for lubrication of highly turbo-charged Diesel engines of trucks and commercial vehicles. It enables meeting the
emission limits and has very good properties at low temperatures. It effectively contributes to reduction of fuel consumption.*

MOGUL DIESEL CnG

10W-40

14.1

220

-33

API CI-4
Corresponds to: ACEA E6,E7,E4
MB 228.51, MAN M3477, Volvo VDS-3,
Renault RXD, Scania Low Ash

Semisynthetic oil designed for all-season lubrication of extremely stressed engines. Mainly for trucks and buses which run on compressed natural
gas (CNG). It is suitable even for demanding city traffic.

MOGUL DIESEL
DTT PLUS

10W-40

14.2

210

-33

API CI-4
Corresponds to: ACEA E7,E4
Volvo VDS-3, SCANIA LDF-2,
DAF Extended Drain, MTU Type 3,
Renault RXD,RLD-2, Cummins CES 20077/78
Approval:
MB-Approval 228.5, MAN M3277, Zetor, Tatra
TDS 30/12

MOGUL DIESEL
DTT PLUS M

10W-40

14.4

215

-33

Corresponds to: ACEA E4, MB 228.5, MAN
M3277, MTU Type 3

Semi-synthetic lubricating oils for diesel engines with the highest lubricant performance requirements. They guarantee very long exchange intervals. They enable strict EURO IV and V emission limits to be met and have particularly advantageous rheological properties at low temperatures.*

MOGUL OPTIMAL

10W-40

13.7

220

-30

API CI-4,
Corresponds to: ACEA E7, A3/B3/B4, GLOBAL
DH-1, Volvo VDS-3, MAN M3275-1, MB 228.3,
MB 229.1, Renault Truck RLD-2, MTU Type
2, Scania LDF-2, JASO DH-1,Cummins CES
20077/78, MACK EO-N, DEUTZ DQC III-10

Semi-synthetic oil for four-stroke SI and Diesel engines of modern passenger cars, trucks and commercial vehicles with extraordinary requirements for oil performance. The oil enables meeting the strict emission limits and it is suitable for engines with exhaust-gas catalyst and
guarantees long change periods.*
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Oils for high performance diesel engines

Trade name

MOGUL DIESEL
DTT EXTrA

SAE
viscosity
class

15W-40

Kinematic
viscosity at
100 °C (mm2/s)

14.4

Flash
point (°C)

220

Pour
point (°C)

Performance standards

-36

API CI-4/SL
Corresponds to: ACEA E7/E5/E3/B4/B3/A3
Cummins CES 20076/77, CAT ECF 1a, ECF 2, MB 228.3,
MB 229.1, Scania (Euro II and IV; 60 000 km), DAF EUR 3,
Iveco, Deutz DQC-III-05, MACK EO-M
Plus, Detroit Diesel 7SE 270
Approval:
MAN M3275-1, Volvo VDS-3, Cummins CES 20078,
Renault VI RLD-2, MTU Type 2, MACK EO-N,
Tedom 258.3, Avia 712, D407, D 421.76, D 421.85

For highly stressed truck, bus and construction machinery turbocharged diesel engines. The oil is particularly suitable for modern engines
requiring oils with extra high performances (long-distance truck transport, demanding terrains etc.). The oil enables compliance with emission
limits and it is a guarantee for achieving very long exchange intervals.*

MOGUL DIESEL
DTT EXTrA M

15W-40

14.5

220

-33

API CI-4/SL
Corresponds to: ACEA E7/B4/B3/A3, Cummins CES 20076/77,
CAT ECF-1a, MB 228.3, MB 229.1, VW 505.00, Scania (EURO III
and IV; 60 000 km), DAF EUR 3, Iveco, Deutz DQC-III-05,
MACK EO- M Plus, Detroit Diesel 7SE 270

For highly loaded supercharged diesel engines for trucks, buses and construction machinery. Oils are especially suitable for modern engines
requiring extremely high performance oils (long-distance truck, difficult terrain, etc.). Oils can meet stringent emission limits and guarantee
a very long oil change interval.*

MOGUL DIESEL
DTT

15W-40

14.5

220

-30

API CG-4/SL
Corresponds to: ACEA E3
Volvo VDS-2, Renault RD, MTU Type 2, Allison C-4,
MAN M3275-1, Tatra TDS 30/16
Approval: MB-Approval 228.3

For highly stressed truck, bus and construction machinery turbocharged Diesel engines. The oil is particularly suitable for modern engines
requiring oils with extra high performances (long-distance truck transport, demanding terrains etc.). The oil enables achieving long exchange
intervals and compliance with emission limits.*

MOGUL DIESEL
DT

15W-40

14.6

220

-30

API CG-4/SL
Corresponds to: ACEA E2
MB 228.1, MAN 271, MTU Type 1, Volvo VDS
Approval: Tatra TDS 30/12, ZETOR

For diesel engines (including highly turbocharged) in trucks, buses, locomotives, vessels, mobile heavy machinery in the construction industry,
forestry, agriculture. Light utility vehicles etc. The oil suppresses wear, corrosion and high-temperature deposits even with the use of less suitable fuel (with higher sulphur content). The oil enables compliance with emission limits.*
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SAE
viscosity
class

Kinematic
viscosity at
100 °C (mm2/s)

Flash point
(°C)

Pour point
(°C)

MOGUL M7ADS III
15W-40

15W-40

15.0

220

-27

MOGUL M7ADS III
20W-50

20W-50

Trade name

Performance standards

API CF-4/SG
Corresponds to: MB 227.1

17.6

230

-27

For Diesel engines (atmospheric and turbocharged) of trucks and passenger cars, buses, locomotives and other mobile machinery which require high performance oils. MOGUL M7ADS III 20W-50 is suitable for highly thermally stressed engines or engines requiring higher oil viscosity
(additional tightening of older engines).*

MOGUL MArInE

40

14.5

235

-21

API CD
Approved for Sulzer diesel engines

The oil for lubricating stationary diesel engines designed as a drive unit of uninterruptible power sources (e.g. in power plants), or some types
of vessel Diesel engines.*
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Oils for gas engines

Trade name

MOGULGAS

MOGULGAS 40

SAE viscosity
class

Kinematic
viscosity at
100 °C (mm2/s)

Flash point
(°C)

Pour point
(°C)

TBN
(mg KOH/g)

Performance standards

15W-40

14.8

215

-27

5.0

API CF
TEDOM 61-0-0281.1
TEDOM 61-0-0281.2
ČKD Hořovice

40

15.8

230

-24

5.0

API CF
TEDOM 61-0-0281.1

For lubricating highly stressed engines burning natural gas (CNG, LNG), LPG and some purified bio-gases. It is also suitable for gas engines combining gas and natural oil or petrol combustion. MOGULGAS 40 is particularly suitable for various types of stationary engines, e.g. units used for driving
generating units.*

MOGULGAS B40

40

14.1

230

-21

8.0

API CF
Corresponds to: Caterpillar,
Waukesha, MWM
Approval: GE Jenbacher - engines:
Type 2 a 3, Type 4 (Versions A and B)
for fuel type A and B

For stationary gas engines used for driving generating units, gas co-generation units etc., especially if bio-gas is used as fuel. The oil has a higher
TBN value, which guarantees the neutralisation of acid flue gases during bio-gas or higher sulphur content gas combustion.*
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Oils for tractors and construction machinery

Trade name

MOGUL TrAKTOL
STOU

SAE viscosity
class

10W-30

Kinematic
Flash point
viscosity at
(°C)
100 °C (mm2/s)

11.4

225

Pour point
(°C)

Performance standards

-27

API CF/CF-4/SF, API GL-4,
Corresponds to:
MB 228.1, MAN M271, Ford M2C159-B,
Massey Ferguson CMS
M1139/44/45, John Deere JDM J27,
Allison C-4, ZF TE-ML 06B/ 06C/ 06D
Approval: Zetor

For modern tractors – so-called STOU oil (Super Tractor Oil Universal). It is a universal oil for lubricating atmospheric and turbocharged Diesel
engines, mechanical gears (shifted manually and under power shift), hydraulic systems and so-called “wet brakes”. It significantly simplifiesthe
range necessary lubricants.*

MOGUL TrAKTOL
UTTO 10W-30

10W-30
80W

10.8

230

-36

MOGUL TrAKTOL
UTTO 80W

80W

11.1

230

-36

API GL-4, ISO VG 68
Corresponds to:
Zetor, John Deere J20C, Massey Ferguson CMS
M1141, CMS M1143, Ford M2C 86 C, CNH MAT
3525, ZF TE-ML-03E, TE-ML-05F

Oils for all-year lubrication of modern mobile units, high-performance tractors requiring special oils, or other agricultural, forest, construction
or other machinery. They are suitable as a uniform lubricating oil serving for the lubrication of mechanical gears (manually shifted or with
power shift), hydrostatic systems and “wet brakes” c.). They enable significant simplification of the range of necessary lubricants.*

MOGUL HyDrO 10W
MOGUL HyDrO 30

10W

6.1

220

-39

30

11.5

220

-21

API CF/CF-2
Corresponds to:
Caterpillar TO-4, Komatsu KES 07.868.1,
Allison C-4, ZF TE-ML -03C/ 07F

Oils for hydraulic systems in heavy construction machinery (wheeled and tracked excavators, loaders, dozers, dumpers, scrapers etc.).
It is used for lubricating hydrostatic as well as hydrodynamic mechanisms, „wet brakes“, clutches, limit drives and gearboxes of the aforementioned machinery requiring SEA 10W or SAE 30 oils. It is TDTO liquid (Transmission and Drive Train Oil).*
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Oils for two-stroke engines

Trade name

MOGUL TSF

SAE viscosity
class

-

Kinematic
Flash point
viscosity at
(°C)
100 °C (mm2/s)

8.6

100

Pour point
(°C)

Performance standards

-33

API TC, JASO FD, ISO-L-EGD, TISI

Semi-synthetic motor oil with reduced smoke emission for high-speed, highly thermally stressed two-stroke engines (in particular of chain saws,
bush cutters, mowers, motorcycles etc.).
The oil contains a diluting component and PIB which eliminates deposition of ignition plugs and the combustion engine. The recommended mixing
oil/fuel ratio is 1:50.*

MOGUL TS

40

13.8

230

-21

API TC, JASO FC

For thermally stressed two-stroke spark-ignition engines (motorcycles) automobiles, agricultural and forest machinery etc.), complying with
requirements for lubrication the highest performance modern two-stroke engines.

MOGUL 2T

40

14.9

240

-21

API TB

For two-stroke engines with lower to medium requirements for oil utility properties (older motorcycles, cars etc.).
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Oils for modern high performance motorcycles
SAE viscosity class

Kinematic
viscosity at
100 °C
(mm2/s)

Flash point
(°C)

Pour point
(°C)

Performance standards

MOGUL MOTO 4T 5W-40

5W-40

14.2

220

-39

API SM, JASO MA 2

MOGUL MOTO 4T 10W-40

10W-40

14.2

215

-36

API SM, JASO MA 2

MOGUL MOTO 4T 10W-50

10W-50

17.3

220

-30

API SM, JASO MA 2

MOGUL MOTO 4T 15W-40

15W-40

14.7

220

-33

API SM, JASO MA 2

MOGUL MOTO 4T 20W-50

20W-50

17.1

225

-27

API SM, JASO MA 2

Trade name

All- year motor oils with extraordinary performance particularly intended for lubricating modern high-performance spark-ignition four-stroke engines of sport motorcycles and all-terrain quadricycles which use the common oil filling for engine and gearbox lubrication, including the wet clutch.
MOGUL MOTO 4T SAE 10W-50 and 20W-50 are particularly suitable for highly thermally stressed engines thanks to their high kinematic viscodity.*

MOGUL MOTO 2T FD

—

9.0

90

-48

API TC, ISO-L-EGD, JASO FD,
Approval: Rotax 253

Fully synthetic ester-based oil intended for two-stroke high-speed heavy-duty engines, especially of scooters, including snow scooters, motorcycles
and other machinery lubricated with a mixture of oil and petrol or by means of a dosing pump. The recommended oil/fuel mixing ratio is 1:50 or
according to engine manufacturer’s recommendation.*

MOGUL MOTO TrAnS 75W-90

75W-90

15.2

185

-51

API GL-4, GL-5

Synthetic gearbox oil for lubricating a wide range of extremely stressed gear systems of modern motorcycles and all-terrain quadricycles.
It guarantees excellent long-term viscosity and thermal stability protection against wear and corrosion. It ensures trouble-free operation of
transmission and clutch. It is suitable for all-year use.*

MOGUL MOTO TrAnS 80W-90

80W-90

14.7

218

-30

API GL-4, GL-5

Gearbox oil for lubricating heavy-duty gear systems of modern motorcycles and all-terrain quadricycles. It guarantees excellent long-term
viscosity and thermal stability and protection against wear and corrosion. It ensures trouble-free operation of the transmission and clutch. It
is suitable for all-year use.*
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Transmission oils for mechanical gears

Trade name

SAE viscosity
class

MOGUL SynTrAnS
75W-90 PLUS

75W-90

Kinematic
Flash point
viscosity at
(°C)
100 °C (mm2/s)

15.2

180

Pour point
(°C)

-51

Performance standards

API GL-4, GL-5, MT-1
Corresponds to: MAN M3343 S, MB 235.8,
Scania STO 1:0, ZF TE-ML 02B, 05B,
12B, 16F, 17B, 19C, 21B

Synthetic multi-purpose oil for lubricating a wide range of extremely loaded transmission systems (axle gearbox and gearbox with manual or
other shifting) in modern trucks and other mobile machinery where the GL-4 or GL-5 performance level is prescribed.*

MOGUL SynTrAnS
75W-140 H

75W-140

26

205

-45

API GL-5

Synthetic oil for lubricating a wide range of extremely loaded transmission systems (axle gearbox and gearbox of a hypoid type with manual of other
shifting). It is suitable as all-year oil for a wide range of operating temperatures.*

MOGUL SynTrAnS
75W-90 HyP

75W-90

14.8

205

-45

API GL-5
Corresponds to: MIL-L-2105D,
Approval: Tatra TDS 100/40

Synthetic oil for mechanical gearboxes and axle gearboxes in modern cars and other machinery. It is a wide-range transmission oil for extraordinary wide range of operating temperatures with excellent price/utility properties ratio.*

MOGUL SynTrAnS
75W-90

75W-90

14.7

210

-45

API GL-4+

Synthetic oil for mechanical gearboxes and axle gearboxes in modern cars and other machinery. It is a wide-range transmission oil for extraordinary wide range of operating temperatures with excellent price/utility properties ratio.*

MOGUL TrAnS
75W-80

75W-80

8.8

200

-48

API GL-4+

Synthetic oil for lubrication of a wide range of mechanical gears with manual or other gear (gearboxes and gearboxes except hypoid) of modern
passenger cars and vans. It is suitable for all-season use; Its application is extremely efficient at extremely low temperatures, which guarantees
reliable transmission function. It saves fuel. *
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Trade name

MOGUL TrAnS 80W-90 PLUS

SAE viscosity
class

80W-90

Kinematic
Flash point
viscosity at
(°C)
100 °C (mm2/s)

14.7

218

Pour point
(°C)

-30

Performance standards

API GL-4/GL-5, MT-1
Corresponds to: MAN 3343M, Scania
STO1:0, Daimler 235.0,
DAF Transmission Axle, Iveco Axle, Renault Axle,ZF TE-ML 02B, 05A, 07A, 12E,
16B/C/D, 17B, 19B, 21A

All-year multi-purpose transmission oil for lubricating a wide range of transmission systems under extreme load (axle gearboxes and gearboxes with manual of other shifting) of modern trucks and other mobile machinery where the API GL-4 or GL-5 performance level is prescribed.*

MOGUL TrAnS 85W-140H

85W-140

24.3

200

-18

API GL-5
Corresponds to: ZF TE-ML 05A, 07A a 12A,
MIL-L-2105D

MOGUL TrAnS 80W-140H

80W-140

25.0

200

-30

API GL-5
Corresponds to: MIL-L-2105D

MOGUL TrAnS 80W-90H

80W-90

14.7

210

-33

API GL-5
Corresponds to: MAN 342 type M1,
MIL-L-2105D

All-year multi-purpose transmission oil for lubricating a wide range of transmission systems under extreme load in modern trucks and other
mobile machinery where the API GL-5 performance level is prescribed (in particular hypoid and worm transmissions).*
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Oils for mechanical gearboxes

Trade name

SAE viscosity
class

Kinematic
Flash point
viscosity at
(°C)
100 °C (mm2/s)

Pour point
(°C)

Performance standards

MOGUL TrAnS 90H

90

14.9

210

-24

API GL-5
Corresponds to: MAN 342 type M1,
MIL-L-2105D

MOGUL TrAnS 80H

80W

9.0

215

-30

API GL-5
Corresponds to: MIL-L-2105D

Single-grade transmission oils for lubricating modern machinery transmissions under extreme load (in particular hypoid and worm transmissions).*

MOGUL TrAnS 90HT

90

15.4

210

-27

API GL-5
Corresponds to: ČKD Tatra

For extremely loaded gearboxes, in particular gearbox cases with hypoid gears; typical application – lubrication of hypoid gearboxes of ČKD
trams (all-year round).*

MOGUL TrAnS 85W-140

85W-140

25.0

225

-18

API GL-4
Corresponds to: MIL-L-2105

MOGUL TrAnS 80W-90

80W-90

14.8

225

-30

API GL-4
Corresponds to: ZF TE-ML 02A a 08A,
MIL-L-2105

All-year transmission oils for mechanical transmissions and axle gearboxes of modern cars and other machinery where the API GL-4 performance level is required.*

MOGUL TrAnS 90

90

15.3

225

-21

API GL-4
Corresponds to: MIL-L-2105

MOGUL TrAnS 80

80W

8.4

220

-33

API GL-4
Corresponds to:
MAN 341 typ Z1, MAN 341 typ E1, MIL-L-2105

MOGUL TrAnS 75W

75W

6.5

195

-42

API GL-4
Corresponds to: VW 726Y, MIL-L-2105

Single-grade transmission oils for lubricating a range of mechanical transmissions (axle gearboxes and gearboxes with manual or other shift)
in modern passenger cars, utility vehicles and trucks and other machinery, and/or for industrial applications.*
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Oils for automatic gearboxes

Trade name

MOGUL TrAnS ATF D III

SAE viscosity
class

Kinematic
Flash point
viscosity at
(°C)
100 °C (mm2/s)

–

7.5

205

Pour point
(°C)

Performance standards

-45

Corresponds to:
GM Dexron III H, Allison C-4/TES 389,
Ford Mercon, Ford M2C 138-J,166-H,
Caterpillar TO-2, Voith 55.6335,55.6336,
MB 236.1,236.5,236.6,236.7, MAN 339 Type
Z-1,V1 a V2, Chrysler MS-9602,MS-7176,
Volvo 97340, 97341, ZF TE-ML 02F, 04D, 09,
11A, 14A, 17C

Synthetic transmission oil is intended as an operating fluid in automatic transmissions (ATF) of passenger cars and trucks, buses and numerous
other mobile machines requiring the oil of GM Dexron III G specification.

MOGUL TrAnS ATF D II

–

7.5

200

-42

Corresponds to:
GM Dexron II D, Allison C-4, Ford Mercon,
Voith G 607, ZF TE-ML 11A

Transmission oil is intended as an operating fluid in automatic transmissions (ATF) of passenger cars and trucks, buses and numerous other mobile machines requiring the oil of GM Dexron II D specification.*

Automobile Shock-absorber Oils

Trade name

MOGUL SILEnCE 15

Kinematic
viscosity
at 40 °C
(mm2/s)
15

Viscosity index

170

Flash point
(°C)

160

Pour point
(°C)

Performance standards

-42

ISO 6743/4 HV
DIN 51 524 part 3 HVLP
AFNOR NFE 48 603 HV
ATESO

Oils especially for piston shock-absorbers in passenger cars and trucks, hydraulic lifting machines, brake load regulators etc. The oil is also
suitable for high-pressure hydrostatic mechanisms in mobile and stationary equipment with a high mechanical and thermal stress or higher
requirements for favourable dependence of viscosity and teperature.*
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Oils for garden machinery
Trade name

MOGUL ALFA 5W-40

SAE viscosity
class

5W-40

Kinematic
Flash point
viscosity at
(°C)
100 °C (mm2/s)

14.3

215

Pour point
(°C)

Performance standards

-39

API SM/CF

Synthetic motor oil for high-speed four-stroke, spark-ignition and Diesel engines in garden, agricultural and road service machinery requiring
SAE 5W-40 oil.*

MOGUL ALFA 4 T

10W-30

10.2

215

-33

API SL/CF

Oil for high-speed four-stroke spark-ignition and Diesel engines of garden machinery and electric stations requiring all-year motor oil.*

MOGUL ALFA

30

11.0

220

-21

API SJ/CF

Oil for high-speed four-stroke spark-ignition and Diesel engines of small garden and agricultural machinery requiring single-grade motor oil.*

MOGUL ALFA 2T

–

7.4

110

-33

API TC, JASO FD, ISO-L-EGD, TISI

Semi-synthetic motor oil for high-speed extremely thermally stressed two-stroke engines especially chain saws etc. The oil contains a diluting component and PIB which eliminates deposits on ignition plugs and the combustion compartment. The recommended oil/fuel mixing ratio is 1:50.*

MOGUL ALFA HM 22

ISO VG 22

22/40° C

190

-39

ISO 6743/4 HM
DIN 51524 part 2 HLP

Oil for high-pressure hydrostatic hydraulic mechanisms in garden and agricultural machinery requiring ISO VG 22 oil (e.g. hydraulic wood splitter).*
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Trade name

MOGUL ALFA HOBBy

ISO VG

Kinematic
viscosity at
40 °C (mm2/s)

Flash point
(°C)

Pour point
(°C)

Performance standards

100

100

230

-27

–

Oil with very good protection against wear for all total loss lubrication of stressed chains, pins, joints, pressing and guiding elements etc.

MOGUL ALFA BIO 68

68

68

290

-21

–

Easily biodegradable oil intended for lubricating chainsaws with motor saw blades with high protection against wear. It complies with the
requirements of Act No. 289/95 Coll., the Forest Act. It contains a special adhesive additive.
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